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Abstract

We derive time and energy-optimal policies for a Connected Autonomous Vehicle (CAV) to execute lane change maneuvers in mixed
traffic, i.e., in the presence of both CAVs and Human Driven Vehicles (HDVs). These policies are also shown to be robust with
respect to the unpredictable behavior of HDVs by exploiting CAV cooperation which can eliminate or greatly reduce the interaction
between CAVs and HDVs. We derive a simple threshold-based criterion on the initial relative distance between two cooperating
CAVs based on which an optimal policy is selected such that the lane-changing CAV merges ahead of a cooperating CAV in the
target lane; in this case, the lane-changing CAV’s trajectory becomes independent of HDV behavior. Otherwise, the interaction
between CAVs and neighboring HDVs is formulated as a bilevel optimization problem with an appropriate behavioral model for
an HDV, and an iterated best response (IBR) method is used to determine an equilibrium. We demonstrate the convergence of the
IBR process under certain conditions. Furthermore, Control Barrier Functions (CBFs) are implemented to ensure the robustness of
lane-changing behaviors by guaranteeing safety in both longitudinal and lateral directions despite HDV disturbances. Simulation
results validate the effectiveness of our CAV controllers in terms of cost, safety guarantees, and limited disruption to traffic flow.
Additionally, we demonstrate the robustness of the lane-changing behaviors in the presence of uncontrollable HDVs.

Keywords: Connected Autonomous Vehicles, Optimal Control, Mixed traffic

1. Introduction

The emergence of Connected Autonomous (or Automated)
Vehicles (CAVs), also known as “self-driving cars”, has the po-
tential to significantly transform the operation of transportation
networks and drastically improve safety and performance by
assisting (or replacing) drivers in making decisions to reduce
travel times, energy consumption, air pollution, traffic conges-
tion, and accidents. In highway driving, this potential manifests
itself in automating lane-changing maneuvers through proper
trajectory planning Luo et al. (2016) or accelerated maneuver
evaluation using car-following models Zhao et al. (2017). The
automated lane-changing problem has attracted increasing at-
tention. For instance, Fisac et al. (2019) introduces a hier-
archical game-theoretic trajectory planning algorithm for au-
tonomous driving that enables real-time performance; Liu et al.
(2022) develops a three-level decision-making framework to
generate safe and effective decisions for autonomous vehicles;
and Lopez et al. (2022) formulates multiple games for a lane-
changing autonomous vehicle to make decisions with optimal
actions. When controlling a single vehicle, the feasibility of a
maneuver depends on the state of nearby traffic Kamal et al.
(2012), and motion planning may be designed as in Nilsson
et al. (2016). However, a lane change maneuver is often in-
feasible without the cooperation of other vehicles, especially
under heavier traffic conditions. Several studies have addressed
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infeasibility issues for CAVs to perform lane change maneuvers
under vehicle cooperation Li et al. (2018), Katriniok (2020).

Cooperation among CAVs provides opportunities to perform
automated lane change maneuvers both safely He et al. (2021)
and optimally Li et al. (2017). Cooperative lane-changing mo-
tion planning among multiple CAVs or multiple platoons is
described in Duan et al. (2023), while the analytical solution
for a CAV cooperating with other CAVs to execute a time and
energy-optimal maneuver is derived in Chen et al. (2020). This,
however, is a “selfish” approach that ignores potential adverse
effects on the overall traffic throughput, a problem that was ad-
dressed in Armijos et al. (2022) by seeking a system-wide op-
timal solution improving the performance of the whole traffic
network in terms of both maximal throughput and minimal av-
erage maneuver time.

However, 100% CAV penetration is not likely in the near fu-
ture, raising the question of how to benefit from the presence
of at least some CAVs in mixed traffic where CAVs must inter-
act with Human-Driven Vehicles (HDVs). This is a challenging
task that has become the focus of recent research. For example,
adaptive cruise controllers have been developed in mixed traf-
fic environments with platoon formations for CAVs in Zheng
et al. (2017), while car-following models are implemented to
have a deterministic quantification of HDV states in Zhao et al.
(2018). To accurately model human driver behavior, the con-
cept of “social value orientation” for autonomous driving is de-
fined in Schwarting et al. (2019) to quantify an agent’s degree
of altruism or individualism and apply a game-theoretic for-
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mulation to predict human behavior. Vehicle interactions are
considered in Burger et al. (2022), Wang et al. (2019) by using
bilevel optimization to assist autonomous vehicles in applying
the best possible response to an opponent’s action. Similarly,
learning-based techniques are used in Guo and Jia (2020), Le
and Malikopoulos (2022), He et al. (2022).

In this paper, we consider the joint time and energy-optimal
automated lane change problem in the presence of mixed traf-
fic, while at the same time limiting the overall traffic speed
disruption caused by such a maneuver. As shown in Armijos
et al. (2022), a key step in this problem is to determine the op-
timal pair of vehicles in the fast lane between which the lane-
changing CAV can move, as shown in Fig. 1. When the red
vehicle is also a CAV, this triplet can effectively cooperate lead-
ing to significant performance improvements over a baseline of
100% HDVs. However, such cooperation cannot be guaranteed
when the red vehicle is an HDV in Fig. 1, therefore minimizing
travel time, energy consumption, and traffic disruption can no
longer be ensured. The goal of this paper is to derive optimal
lane change trajectories for vehicle C in Fig. 1 along both the
longitudinal and lateral traffic direction in a mixed traffic setting
where the two CAVs in the figure must interact with the HDV.

CAV C

CAV 1HDV

(1)
(2)

Figure 1: The basic lane-changing maneuver process.

We limit ourselves to the triplets shown since they provide
an opportunity for two CAVs to cooperate while also interact-
ing with the HDV; if the relative position between HDV and
CAV 1 is reversed, the problem is much simpler, while if both
fast lane vehicles are HDVs the problem is harder, and the sub-
ject of ongoing research builds on the same bilevel optimiza-
tion framework we develop in this paper. For CAV C to safely
merge ahead of the HDV, it must account for this driver’s be-
havior since the HDV is otherwise uncontrollable. However,
another option is for CAV C to merge ahead of the cooperating
CAV 1, in which case the HDV is constrained to merely “fol-
low” CAV 1. In the former case, a game-theoretic framework
is established for the interactive decision-making process be-
tween the CAVs and the HDV. We use bilevel optimization to
formulate this interaction in which the behavior of the HDV is
estimated and considered as a constraint in the two optimiza-
tion problems, one for each of the two CAVs. The latter case
requires the cooperation of the CAVs and is robust to the HDV
behavior which, therefore, becomes irrelevant, while safety can
still be guaranteed for all vehicles involved. We derive optimal
controllers for CAVs 1 and C in both cases, which can then be
compared to select the optimal one in the sense of minimizing
an appropriate cost function.

Moreover, we show that this optimal binary decision boils
down to exceeding or not a threshold on the distance between

the two CAVs when vehicle interaction starts. Intuitively, when
this distance is small, it is optimal for CAV C to simply merge
ahead of CAV 1; conversely, when the distance is large, CAV
C has adequate space to position itself between the HDV and
CAV 1 without causing any disruption to the HDV, hence also
all traffic that follows it.

This paper builds on the preliminary results for this problem
presented in Li et al. (2023) with significant extensions and new
contributions summarized as follows:

1. The interaction between CAV C and the HDV is estab-
lished by using a game-theoretic framework, which is solved
by the iterated best response (IBR) method. We provide a rig-
orous proof of the convergence of the IBR process to illustrate
the existence of the equilibrium.

2. We derive a simple threshold-based criterion to select the
optimal policy for a lane-changing CAV to either “merge ahead
of HDV” or “merge ahead of CAV 1”.

3. Under the policy “merge ahead of CAV 1”, we prove the
monotonicity of the cost in the optimization problem for the
cooperating CAVs with respect to the initial distance between
two CAVs, hence demonstrating the effectiveness of the optimal
binary decision for the lane-changing CAV.

4. We show that the lane-changing maneuver is robust with
safety guarantees for both the longitudinal and lateral directions
using Control Barrier Functions (CBFs) even if the HDV esti-
mation is inaccurate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the problem formulation, including the vehicle dynam-
ics and constraints. In Sections 3 and 4 respectively, optimal
controls are derived for both the policy of merging ahead of the
HDV (by solving a bilevel optimization problem) and for merg-
ing ahead of the cooperating CAV 1. The optimal threshold de-
termination is described in Section 5, and Section 6 provides
simulation results for several representative examples and we
conclude with Section 7.

2. Problem Formulation

The lane-change maneuver is triggered by CAV C when an
obstacle (e.g., a slow-moving vehicle) ahead is detected or at
any arbitrary time set by the CAV. We aim to minimize the ma-
neuver time and energy expended while alleviating any disrup-
tion to the fast lane traffic. Moreover, considering the presence
of HDVs, CAV C also needs to be aware of the behavior of its
surrounding HDVs to guarantee safety, which requires estimat-
ing and predicting the HDV’s behavior. We denote the HDV in
Fig. 1 by H.

2.1. Vehicle Dynamics
For every CAV in Fig. 1, indexed by i ∈ {1,C}, its dynamics

take the form
ẋi

ẏi

θ̇i

v̇i

︸︷︷︸
ẋi

=


vi cos θi

vi sin θi

0
0

︸        ︷︷        ︸
f (xi(t))

+


0 −vi sin θi

0 vi cos θi

0 vi/Lw

1 0

︸               ︷︷               ︸
g(xi(t))

[
ui

ϕi

]
︸︷︷︸

ui(t)

(1)
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where xi(t), yi(t), θi(t), vi(t) denote the current longitudinal po-
sition, lateral position, heading angle, and speed, respectively,
while ui(t) and ϕi(t) are the acceleration and steering angle (con-
trols) of vehicle i at time t, respectively. The uncontrollable
HDV keeps traveling in the fast lane and, for simplicity, its dy-
namics as seen by CAV C are given as

ẋH(t) = vH(t) + w1(t), v̇H(t) = uH(t) + w2(t), (2)

where w1(t),w2(t) are disturbances bounded by w, i.e., |w1(t)| ≤
w, |w2(t)| ≤ w, to reflect the possibly inaccurate estimation of
the HDV’s state. The actions of vehicles 1,C,H are initiated at
time t0, where xC(t0) is the initial position of CAV C, and t f is
the terminal time when the maneuver is completed. The control
input and speed for all vehicles are constrained as follows:

uimin ≤ ui(t) ≤ uimax , vimin ≤ vi(t) ≤ vimax , (3)

where uimin ,uimax ∈ R2 denote the minimum and maximum con-
trol bounds for vehicle i, respectively, while vimin > 0 and
vimax > 0 are vehicle i’s respective allowable minimum and max-
imum speed, which are determined by given traffic rules.

2.2. Safety Constraints
To guarantee safety in both longitudinal and lateral direc-

tions, we define a two-dimensional ellipsoidal safe region
bi, j(xi, x j) for any two vehicles i and j during the entire ma-
neuver:

bi, j : =
[(x j(t) − xi(t)) cos θi(t) + (y j(t) − yi(t)) sin θi(t)]2

(aivi(t) + δ)2

+
[(x j(t) − xi(t)) sin θi(t) − (y j(t) − yi(t)) cos θi(t)]2

b2
i

− 1 ≥ 0,

(4)

where θi is the heading angle of vehicle i and j is i’s neighboring
vehicle. The weights ai and bi are used to adjust the length of
the major and minor axes of the ellipses shown in Fig. 2 while
δ is a constant determined by the length of the vehicles. Note
that the size of the safe region depends on speed and that bi, j

is specified from the center of vehicle i to the center of j. In
other words, the center of vehicle j must remain outside of i’s
safe region during the entire maneuver. Specifically, if the ego
vehicle i remains traveling in one lane, i.e., θi(t) = 0 for all t,
then (4) degenerates to a standard ellipse equation

(x j(t) − xi(t))2

(aivi(t) + δ)2 +
(y j(t) − yi(t))2

b2
i

− 1 ≥ 0 (5)

Moreover, if the two vehicles are in the same lane, (4) can de-
generate to a longitudinal safe distance (see Xiao et al. (2023))
to reduce computational complexity. In practice, the value
ai = 1.8s is generally adopted to capture the collision avoid-
ance reaction time (see Vogel (2003)) between i and j:

x j(t) − xi(t) ≥ di(vi(t)), (6)

where di(vi(t)) = aivi(t) + δ is the minimum safe distance.

1H

l

C
ϕ

θ v(t)

Lw

y = 0
a1v1(t) + δ

b1

Figure 2: Elliptical safe region in lane-changing maneuvers.

2.3. Traffic Disruption
We adopt the disruption metric introduced in Armijos et al.

(2022) which includes both a position and a speed disruption to
vehicles affected by the maneuver, each measured relative to its
corresponding value under no maneuver. In particular, for any
vehicle i, the position disruption di

x, speed disruption di
v, and

total disruption Di(t) at time t are given by

di
x(t) =

(xi(t) − x̄i(t))2 , if xi(t) < x̄i(t)
0, otherwise.

(7a)

di
v(t) = (vi(t) − vd,i)2 (7b)

Di(t) = γxdi
x(t) + γvdi

v(t) (7c)

where x̄i(t) = xi(t0) + vi(t0)(t − t0) is the position of i when it
maintains a constant speed vi(t0) and vd,i ≤ vmax is the desired
speed of vehicle i which matches the fast lane traffic flow. The
weights γx, γv are selected to form a convex combination em-
phasizing the respective position or speed disruption terms to
reflect the total disruption generated by i. In this paper, we use
(7b) in our analysis, but also account for the total disruption
(7c) in the simulation results presented in Section 6.

2.4. Optimal pre-interaction trajectory for CAV C
At the start time t0, if the longitudinal position of vehicles

in Fig. 1 satisfies xC(t0) < xH(t0) < x1(t0), i.e., CAV C is at
the rear of HDV, there is no interaction for the possible lane
changing maneuver between C and HDV. For this case, we set
a pre-interaction process for t ∈ [t0, t1], where t1 is defined as

t1 = min{t | t ≥ t0, xH(t) ≤ xC(t)} (8)

Thus, t1 denotes the first time instant when the HDV considers
any possible reaction to CAV C (if xC(t0) ≥ xH(t0), then t1 = t0).
In other words, the vehicle interaction starts at time t1. The
relative position of the triplet during the pre-interaction process
is shown in Fig. 3. In this process, HDV H is assumed to travel
at a constant speed. Since vehicle 1 is also a CAV that can
cooperate with C, we have three optimal control policies for C
that we can consider:

Case 1: CAV 1 cooperates with C by traveling with a con-
stant speed, so that CAV C plans a trajectory that jointly mini-
mizes t1 and its energy consumption over [t0, t1) with the termi-
nal constraint xH(t1) = xC(t1). The corresponding cost of this
case is JI

1.
Case 2: CAV C accelerates with its maximum feasible accel-

eration over [t0, t1) with the terminal constraint xH(t1) = xC(t1).
The corresponding cost of this case is JI

2.

3



Case 3: CAV 1 cooperates with C to slow down the HDV.
We jointly minimize t1 and the energy consumption for both
CAVs over [t0, t1), and the terminal position satisfies x1(t1) =
xC(t1)+ aHvH(t1)+ δ. The corresponding cost of this case is JI

3.

C

H 1

xH(t0) − xC(t0)

C

H 1

xH(t1) = xC(t1)

t0 t1

Figure 3: The relative position of triplet from t0 to t1

We omit the details of the pre-interaction process in this pa-
per since the complete analysis is given in Li et al. (2023). The
optimal policy is determined by choosing the minimum cost
from the aforementioned three cases, i.e.,

JI = min{JI
1, J

I
2, J

I
3}. (9)

Consequently, we can also determine the optimal time t∗1 mark-
ing the end of the pre-interaction process for CAV C with

xH(t∗1) = xC(t∗1), (10)

and also the start of the interactive process for all vehicles.
The states of the three vehicles 1,C,H at time t∗1 are assumed

to satisfy the following:

Assumption 1. The initial position of CAV C is behind CAV
1, and the initial speeds of the two CAVs are bounded by the
desired speed, i.e., x1(t∗1) ≥ xC(t∗1), vmin < v1(t∗1) ≤ vd,1, vmin <
vC(t∗1) ≤ vd,C .

Referring to Fig. 1, we assume that CAV C has already deter-
mined its intention to overtake the HDV and perform the lane
change, either in front of the HDV or in front of CAV 1. In both
scenarios, CAVs C and 1 can cooperate to minimize maneuver
time. Simultaneously, each CAV aims to minimize its energy
consumption and the speed disruption caused to the HDV, and
consequently, all traffic behind it.

In the following two sections, commencing at time t∗1 ob-
tained from (9), we analyze each of the two possible decisions
made by CAV C, and derive the optimal trajectories for both
cases. Subsequently, we determine the overall optimal trajec-
tory by comparing the total costs resulting from each decision.
It is noteworthy that in latter scenario, the maneuver can be ex-
ecuted without any knowledge of the HDV behavior; the only
potential impact of such a maneuver on the HDV is causing
some disruption if the HDV has to decelerate to maintain a safe
distance from CAV 1.

3. CAV C Merges Ahead of HDV

For CAV C to perform an optimal lane-changing maneuver
ahead of the HDV (which is uncontrollable and possibly un-
cooperative), the ideal optimal trajectory for C would be when

the HDV maintains a constant speed. However, ignoring any
reaction that the human driver might have when detecting the
lane-changing action of CAV C is not realistic, thus making the
optimization problem faced by C a more difficult one to solve.
Moreover, to minimize speed disruptions in the fast lane, CAV
C has an incentive to reach the desired speed vd,C as quickly as
possible while still on the slow lane. To achieve these goals,
we consider the longitudinal and lateral motions separately for
C under the assumption that it performs the lane-changing ma-
neuver merging ahead of the HDV.

3.1. Optimal Longitudinal Motion for C and H Interaction
We begin by calculating the optimal ideal trajectory for C

to merge ahead of the HDV H and take it as the reference of
the longitudinal direction when planning lateral motions in Sec.
3.2. Thus, in this subsection, we set w1(t) = w2(t) = 0 in (2) to
let the CAVs have perfect knowledge of the HDV dynamics.

Along the longitudinal direction, the 2D dynamics for CAVs
given in (1) reduce to

ẋi(t) = vi(t), v̇i(t) = ui(t), i ∈ {1,C} (11)

When we assume the HDV is traveling at constant speed vH(t∗1),
the ideal optimal trajectory for CAV C to merge ahead of the
HDV is obtained by

min
t f ,uC (t)

∫ t f

t∗1

[αt +
αu

2
u2

C(t)]dt + αv(vC(t f )−vd,C)2 (12a)

s.t. (3), (11)
xC(t f )≥ xH(t∗1)+vH(t∗1)(t f −t∗1)+dH(vH(t∗1)) (12b)

t∗1 ≤ t f ≤ T (12c)

where (12a) jointly minimizes travel time, energy consump-
tion, and speed deviation for C at terminal time t f ; (12b) is the
terminal state constraint to ensure rear-end safety for C and H;
and (12c) gives a maximum allowable time T for C to perform
a lane change maneuver. If (12c) is violated, the maneuver is
aborted at t∗1.

In reality, the HDV does not necessarily travel at a constant
speed, and the driver’s behavior is typically unknown. For C
to complete this maneuver safely and optimally, C has to esti-
mate the behavior of H and adjust its trajectory based on H’s
response. Similarly, H then needs to adjust its trajectory by
reacting to C’s response. To model this process, we formu-
late a bilevel optimization problem for each i = 1,C,H in the
following three subsections. We emphasize that this problem
is solved by CAV C, and we describe its structure in Fig. 4.
The initialization in Fig. 4 contains t∗f , the entire trajectories
for CAV C over [t∗1, t

∗
f ], which are obtained from (12) under the

assumption. In addition, CAV 1 is initially assumed to travel
at a constant speed, i.e., x∗1(t) = x1(t∗1) + v1(t∗1)(t − t∗1), v∗1(t) =
v1(t∗1), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. Upon convergence, the lane change maneuver

is executed with the final obtained x∗C(t), v∗C(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ].

3.1.1. Estimate HDV Trajectory (OCP-HDV)
We estimate the trajectory of an HDV by assuming that a

human driver considers three factors: (i) maintaining a constant
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Initialization (12)

Solve OCP-HDV (14)

Solve OCP-CAVC (15)

Solve OCP-CAV1 (16)

Converged
Execute
Maneuver

Figure 4: Bilevel optimization problem solved by CAV C. Initialization pro-
vides t∗1 obtained from the pre-interaction process and the solution of (12)
to get t∗f , x

∗
C(t), v∗C(t). In addition, x∗1(t) = x1(t∗1) + v1(t∗1)(t∗f − t∗1), v∗1(t) =

v1(t∗1). Upon convergence, the lane change maneuver is executed with the final
x∗C(t), v∗C(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ].

speed that minimally deviates from some desired value vd,H , (ii)
if it needs to change speeds, it does so by minimizing its accel-
eration/deceleration, which also saves fuel, (iii) guaranteeing
its safety (collision avoidance). To model the latter, we define a
risk function s(·) as a decreasing function in xC(t) − xH(t) since
a closer distance between H and C corresponds to a higher col-
lision risk. We adopt a sigmoid function of the form

s(xC(t) − xH(t)) =
1

1 + µ exp (µ(xC(t) − xH(t)))
(13)

where µ is adjustable to capture different unsafe regions for dif-
ferent drivers.

We can now formulate OCP-HDV as the problem whose so-
lution is the estimated trajectory that CAV C uses in adjusting
its own response by updating uC(t):

JH
C,H := min

uH (t)

∫ t∗f

t∗1

[
βu

2
u2

H(t) + βv(vH(t) − vd,H)2

+ βss(x∗C(t) − xH(t))]dt (14a)
s.t. (2), (3)

x∗1(t) − xH(t) ≥ dH(vH(t)), ∀t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ] (14b)

where β{u,v,s} are the non-negative appropriately normalized
weights that describe the characteristics of the HDV, i.e., the
behavior of the driver. Constraint (14b) denotes the safety con-
straint between the HDV and its current preceding vehicle CAV
1 for all t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. We immediately note that x∗C(t) and x∗1(t) are

unknown to the HDV, except in the first iteration in Fig. 4 where
the initial “ideal” trajectories are used. These are determined by
the two lower-level problems (15) and (16) defined next, in re-
sponse to the HDV’s behavior expressed through x∗H(t), v∗H(t),
t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ] from (14).

3.1.2. Update CAV C Trajectory (OCP-CAVC)
Similar to OCP-HDV, we formulate a bilevel optimization

problem OCP-CAVC for CAV C:

JC
C,H := min

uC (t)

∫ t∗f

t∗1

αu

2
u2

C(t)dt + αv(vC(t∗f ) − vd,C)2 (15a)

s.t. (3), (11)
xC(t∗f ) ≥ x∗H(t∗f ) + dH(v∗H(t∗f )) (15b)

The position x∗H(t∗f ) in the safety constraint (15b) is the opti-
mal terminal position of H given by (14). Problem (15) then
provides the best response strategy of CAV C and determines
x∗C(t), v∗C(t), u∗C(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. Note that this information can

now be provided to OCP-HDV and OCP-CAV1 as shown in
Fig. 4.

3.1.3. Update CAV 1 Trajectory (OCP-CAV1)
Since CAV 1 is cooperating with CAV C, CAV 1’s strategy

is based on the optimal policy of CAV C by applying a similar
bilevel optimization problem OCP-CAV1:

J1
C,H := min

u1(t)

∫ t∗f

t∗1

αu

2
u2

1(t)dt + αv(v1(t∗f ) − vd,1)2 (16a)

s.t. (3), (11)
x1(t∗f ) − x∗C(t∗f ) ≥ dC(v∗C(t∗f )). (16b)

The position x∗C(t∗f ) in the safety constraint (16b) is the optimal
terminal position of C from OCP-CAVC. The solution of (16)
provides the optimal trajectories x∗1(t), v∗1(t), u∗1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ] for

CAV 1. Note that this information can now be provided to
OCP-HDV as shown in Fig. 4.

The total optimal cost of three vehicles under the “merge
ahead of HDV” policy is defined as

JC,H := JH
C,H + JC

C,H + J1
C,H , (17)

which is the sum of the costs (14a), (15a) and (16a) along the
longitudinal direction.

The solution to each of the problems (14), (15) and (16) is
complicated by the fact that it is coupled to the others through
safety constraints or the safety cost. Nonetheless, the problems
can be jointly solved through an iterated best response (IBR)
process Wang et al. (2020) as shown in Fig. 4 to obtain an
equilibrium and the corresponding optimal trajectory of vehicle
i = 1,C,H, x∗i (t), v∗i (t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. This, in turn, provides the

optimal cost JC,H as defined in (17). If any of the problems is
infeasible, the maneuver is aborted. The IBR process is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.

Note that problems (15) and (16) can be solved analytically
through standard Hamiltonian analysis as in Chen et al. (2020).
The solution of (14) is complicated by the presence of the non-
linear safety function, but can be numerically solved.

3.1.4. Convergence Analysis of IBR Process
To analyze the convergence of the IBR process, we start by

considering the OCPs (14), (15) and (16) iteratively, and figure
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Algorithm 1 Iterated Best Response Process
input : Initial Conditions xi(t∗1), vi(t∗1), i = 1,C,H, Relaxation

Constant λ,Desired speed vd,i, Maximum Time T , Iter-
ation rounds N, Error Tolerance ϵ.

output: t∗f , Optimal Longitudinal Trajectories:
x∗i (t), v∗i (t), u∗i (t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ], i = 1,C

begin
t∗f , xC,1(t), vC,1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]← Solve OCP[t∗1,t

∗
f ]

x1,1(t) = x1(t∗1) + v1(t∗1)(t − t∗1),
v1,1(t) = v1(t∗1), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ],

while t∗f ≤ T do
for k = 1 to N do

xH,k(t∗f ), vH,k(t∗f )← Solve OCP-HDV (14)
if k ≥ 2 then

if ||u∗C,k(t) − u∗C,k−1(t)|| ≤ ϵ then
break

else
xC,k+1(t), vC,k+1(t), uC,k+1(t),← Solve OCP-
CAVC (15)
x1,k+1(t), v1,k+1(t), u1,k+1(t),← Solve OCP-
CAV1 (16)
k = k + 1

if ||u∗C,N(t) − u∗C,N−1(t)|| > ϵ then
Abort the maneuver

out their optimal solutions in each iteration. To deal with the
minor terminal speed differences for vehicles and simplify the
analysis, we adopt the safety constraint with a constant mini-
mum safe distance L. In the k-th iteration, the safety constraints
in OCPs (14), (15) and (16), respectively, can be rewritten as

x∗1,k(t) − xH,k(t) ≥ L, ∀t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ], (18a)

xC,k(t∗f ) − x∗H,k−1(t∗f ) ≥ L, (18b)

x1,k(t∗f ) − x∗C,k(t∗f ) ≥ L. (18c)

The cost Ji,k for vehicle i in the k-th iteration can be calculated
by substituting the optimal control input u∗i,k(t), i ∈ {1,C,H} in
its corresponding cost function. To carry out the convergence
analysis, we make the following mild technical assumptions.

Assumption 2. The three OCPs (14), (15) and (16) are as-
sumed to be feasible in each iteration, and the solution to each
OCP is unique.

Assumption 3. The risk function s(·) in the cost (14a) of OCP-
HDV is a positive convex function.

Assumption 4. If the terminal position of vehicle i satisfies
xi,k+1(t∗f ) > xi,k(t∗f ), the entire trajectory of i satisfies xi,k+1(t) >
xi,k(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ].

Lemma 1. If the optimal trajectory of HDV H or CAV C re-
mains the same in two consecutive iterations, i.e., x∗i,k(t) =

x∗i,k+1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ], i ∈ {C,H}, k ∈ N+, the Iterated Best re-

sponse (IBR) process converges in a finite number of iterations.

Proof: See Appendix.

Lemma 2. Under Assumption 2, if the terminal position of
HDV H satisfies xH,k+1(t∗f ) > xH,k(t∗f ) in two consecutive it-
erations k, k + 1, k ∈ N+, the terminal positions of the two
CAVs for the next two iterations k + 1, k + 2 must satisfy
xC,k+2(t∗f ) ≥ xC,k+1(t∗f ), x1,k+2(t∗f ) ≥ x1,k+1(t∗f ).

Proof: See Appendix.

Lemma 3. Under Assumptions 1-4, the sequence of HDV ter-
minal positions {xH,k(t∗f )}, k ∈ N+ is either non-increasing or
non-decreasing.

Proof: See Appendix.

Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1-4, the IBR process con-
verges in a finite number of iterations, i.e., for any given ϵ > 0
there exists K > 0 such that:

|x∗i,K(t) − x∗i (t)| < ϵ, i ∈ {1,C,H}. (19)

Proof: Lemma 1 establishes the convergence proof of the IBR
process if the optimal trajectory of either HDV H or CAV C
has converged. To complete the convergence proof for HDV
H or CAV C, let us start with the optimal trajectory x∗H,k(t),
t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ] of HDV H at each iteration k, specifically the opti-

mal terminal position x∗H,k(t∗f ) since the solution of OCP-CAVC
only depends on it. From Lemma 3, the HDV terminal position
sequence {xH,k(t∗f )}, k ∈ N+ is either non-increasing or non-
decreasing. Thus, we examine each of the two possible cases,
i.e., (1) non-decreasing, x∗H,k(t∗f ) ≤ x∗H,k+1(t∗f ), ∀k ∈ N+ (2) non-
increasing, x∗H,k(t∗f ) ≥ x∗H,k+1(t∗f ), ∀k ∈ N+

Case 1: Sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )},∀k ∈ N+ is non-decreasing.
If {x∗H,k(t∗f )} is strictly increasing and x∗H,k+1(t∗f ) > x∗H,k(t∗f ),

there exists an upper bound xmax
H, f for the terminal position of H

given by

xmax
H, f (t∗f ) = xH(t∗1) + vH(t∗1)(t∗f − t∗1) +

1
2

uHmax (t∗f − t∗1)2.

since the acceleration is upper bounded by uHmax , hence the in-
creasing sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )} will eventually converge to its up-
per bound. Moreover, if the state error tolerance between two
consecutive iterations is set as ϵ > 0, there exists a K > 0 such
that |x∗H,K(t∗f ) − xmax

H, f (t∗f )| < ϵ in K steps. Otherwise, xmax
H, f (t∗f ) − ϵ

should be the upper bound for the sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )}, which
contradicts to the fact that the upper bound is xmax

H, f (t∗f ). Hence,
the IBR process will converge in a finite number of iterations.

If, on the other hand, the sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )} is not strictly in-
creasing, there exists a k1 > 0 such that the terminal position of
two consecutive iterations satisfies x∗H,k1

(t∗f ) = x∗H,k1+1(t∗f ). Then,
the sequence will converge in a finite number of iterations fol-
lowing from Lemma 1. In summary, if the sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )} is
non-decreasing, it will converge in a finite number of iterations.

Case 2: Sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )},∀k ∈ N+ is non-increasing
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Similar to the analysis in Case 1, if {x∗H,k(t∗f )} is strictly de-
creasing, we can find a lower bound xmin

H, f for the terminal posi-
tion of HDV as

xmin
H, f (t

∗
f ) = xH(t∗1) + vH(t∗1)(t∗f − t∗1) +

1
2

uHmin (t∗f − t∗1)2,

and the sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )} will converge to its lower bound.
With a state error tolerance between two consecutive iterations
ϵ > 0, the IBR process will converge in finite time. If, on the
other hand, the sequence is not strictly decreasing, then there
exists a k2 > 0 such that x∗H,k2

(t∗f ) = x∗H,k2+1(t∗f ). Then, the con-
vergence of the sequence follows from Lemma 1. In summary,
if the sequence {x∗H,k(t∗f )} is non-increasing, it will converge in a
finite number of iterations. ■

In general, the value of K depends on uHmax and uHmin . As re-
ported in Section 6, in practice the value of the iteration number
K in Theorem 1 is small (less than 5 under a tolerance ϵ = 0.01).

3.2. Optimal Lateral Motion Planning

Under the CAV C policy “merge ahead of HDV”, the earliest
starting time of the lateral motion is t∗1. The optimal longitu-
dinal trajectory for CAV C and the optimal maneuver time t∗f
are provided from Section 3.1. In this section, we provide the
entire optimal trajectory for CAV C by computing the lateral
portion of the maneuver given the optimal longitudinal trajec-
tories. Taking the optimal longitudinal trajectory u∗C(t), u∗1(t),
t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ] for the CAVs and t∗f from Section 3.1 as the refer-

ence, we can calculate the optimal lateral trajectory by solving
the following optimal control problem (OCP):

min
uC (t),u1(t)

∫ t∗f

t∗1

[(uC(t) − u∗C(t))2+(u1(t) − u∗1(t))2+
1
2
ϕ2

C(t)]dt

(20a)

s.t. (1), (2), (3)

[(xH(t) − xC(t)) cos θC(t) + (yH(t) − yC(t)) sin θC(t)]2

(aCvC(t) + δ)2

+
[(xH(t)−xC(t)) sin θC(t)−(yH(t)−yC(t)) cos θC(t)]2

b2
C

−1≥0,

(20b)

(xC(t) − x1(t))2

(a1v1(t) + δ)2 +
(yC(t) − y1(t))2

b2
1

− 1 ≥ 0, (20c)

(xC(t∗f ) − x∗C(t∗f ))
2 ≤ ϵ2

x , (20d)

(yC(t∗f ) − l)2 ≤ ϵ2
y . (20e)

where (20b) is a safety constraint defined as a rotated ellipse
between C and H since C is changing lanes with lateral motion;
(20c) is an ellipse safety distance between CAV C and 1 because
CAV 1 keeps traveling in the fast lane; (20d) requires the actual
terminal longitudinal position xC(t∗f ) of C to approximate its
optimal merging point; and (20e) requires CAV C to perform
the lane change maneuver within t∗f .

However, OCP (20) is difficult to solve because of the control
nonlinearities in the safety constraints. To address this problem,
we apply the Control Barrier Function (CBF) method (e.g., see

Xiao et al. (2023)) by replacing the safety constraints in the
OCP with new CBF-based constraints which are linear in the
control and imply the original constraints. In particular, for any
state constraint b(x) (the barrier function), the general form of
the associated CBF constraint is (see Xiao et al. (2023)):

sup
u∈U

[L f b(x) + Lgb(x)u + α(b(x))] ≥ 0, ∀x ∈ C, (21)

where L f , Lg denote the Lie derivatives of b(x) along f and g,
respectively. It is assumed that Lgb(x) , 0 when b(x) = 0,
otherwise, one needs to use High-Order CBFs (see Xiao et al.
(2023)). In problem (20), b(x) can be defined for the original
constraints (3) and (20b)-(20e). Note that (20d) and (20e) are
constraints that pertain to a single time point t∗f ; these can be
transformed into two continuous-time constraints over [t∗1, t

∗
f ]

by adding a time-varying term as follows:

(xC(t) − x∗C(t∗f ))
2 ≤ −(t − t∗f ) + ϵ

2
x , (22)

(yC(t) − l)2 ≤ −(t − t∗f ) + ϵ
2
y , (23)

so that we can obtain CBF constraints as in (21) for (22) and
(23). To solve the new OCP with the CBF-based constraints,
it is common to discretize time over [t∗1, t

∗
f ] with a fixed time

step ∆, each sampling time instant is defined as tk = t∗1+k∆, k =
0, 1, 2, ..., and transform this OCP into a series of Quadratic Pro-
grams (QPs), since all CBF-based constraints in (21) are lines
in the control:

min
u1(tk),uC (tk)

(uC(tk) − u∗C(tk))2 + (u1(tk) − u∗1(tk))2 +
1
2
ϕ2

C(tk) (24)

subject to CBF constraints of the form (21) corresponding to
constraints (3), (20b), (20c), (22) and (23). These can be ef-
ficiently solved while still guaranteeing safety with some loss
of performance (which is generally minor). Then, the complete
maneuver trajectories for CAVs C and 1 under the “merge ahead
of HDV” policy are derived by applying the controls obtained
by solving each of the QPs in (24).

4. CAV C Merges Ahead of CAV 1

In this section, we consider the alternative CAV C policy to
“merge ahead of CAV 1” rather than merging ahead of the HDV.
Similar to (17), we define JC,1 as the optimal cost for three ve-
hicles along the longitudinal direction when C merges ahead
of CAV 1. We immediately see that if this policy leads to an
optimal cost JC,1 such that JC,1 ≤ JC,H , this makes it not only
optimal but also independent of the HDV behavior since the
HDV’s action cannot affect CAV C and the HDV is limited to
maintaining a safe distance from CAV 1.
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4.1. Optimal Longitudinal Trajectory Planning
The optimal longitudinal trajectory, in this case, is obtained

jointly with that of the cooperating CAV 1 by solving:

min
t f ,u1(t),uC (t)

∫ t f

t∗1

[
αu

2
(u2

1(t) + u2
C(t)) + αt]dt

+
αv

2
[(vC(t f ) − vd,C)2 + (v1(t f ) − vd,1)2] (25a)

s.t. (3), (11)
xC(t f ) − x1(t f ) = d1(v1(t f )). (25b)

where α{t,u,v} are adjustable properly normalized weights for
travel time, energy, and speed deviation, respectively. We pro-
ceed to solve problem (25) through a standard Hamiltonian
analysis as described next.

Let xi(t) := (xi(t), vi(t))T and λi(t) = (λx
i (t), λv

i (t))T be the
state and costate vector for vehicles i = 1,C, respectively. The
Hamiltonian for (25) with state and control constraints adjoined
is Let xi(t) := (xi(t), vi(t)) and λi(t) = (λx

i (t), λv
i (t))T be the

state and costate vector for vehicles i = 1,C, respectively. The
Hamiltonian for (25) with state constraint, control constraint
adjoined is

H(xC,λC, uC , x1, λ1, u1) =
αu

2
u2

C +
αu

2
u2

1 + αt + λ
x
CvC + λ

v
CuC

+ λx
1v1 + λ

v
1u1 + µ1(v1min − v1) + µ2(v1 − v1max )

+ µ3(u1min − u1) + µ4(u1 − u1max ) + η1(vCmin − vC)
+ η2(vC − vCmax ) + η3(uCmin − uC) + η4(uC − uCmax ). (26)

The Lagrange multipliers µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, η1, η2, η3, η4 are positive
when their corresponding constraints are active and become 0
otherwise. The problem has an unspecified terminal time t f ,
and the terminal position of vehicles 1,C are constrained by a
function ψ := xC(t f )− x1(t f )−φv1(t f )−δ = 0 to ensure minimal
safe distance between them at t f . We also set the terminal cost
in (25) to be ϕ := αv

2 [(v1(t f )−vd,1)2+ (vC(t f )−vd,C)2]. Since the
terminal constraint and cost are not explicit functions of time,
the transversality condition is given as

H(xC, λC, uC , x1, λ1, u1)|t=t f = 0, (27)

with λ(t f ) = ( ∂ϕ
∂x + ν

T ∂ψ
∂x )T |t=t f as the costate boundary con-

ditions, where ν is an undetermined constant. The Euler-
Lagrange equations become

λ̇x
C = −

∂H
∂xC
= 0, λ̇v

C = −
∂H
∂vC
= −λx

C + η1 − η2,

λ̇x
1 = −

∂H
∂x1
= 0, λ̇v

1 = −
∂H
∂v1
= −λx

1 + µ1 − µ2, (28)

with boundary conditions:

λx
1(t f ) = (

∂ϕ

∂x1
+ ν

∂ψ

∂x1
)|t=t f = −ν, (29a)

λv
1(t f ) = (

∂ϕ

∂v1
+ ν

∂ψ

∂v1
)|t=t f = αv(v1(t f ) − vd,1) − νφ, (29b)

λx
C(t f ) = (

∂ϕ

∂xC
+ ν

∂ψ

∂xC
)|t=t f = ν, (29c)

λv
C(t f ) = (

∂ϕ

∂vC
+ ν

∂ψ

∂vC
)|t=t f = αv(vC(t f ) − vd,C). (29d)

In addition, the necessary conditions for optimality are

∂H
∂uC
= αuuC(t) + λv

C(t) − η3 + η4 = 0,

∂H
∂u1
= αuu1(t) + λv

1(t) − µ3 + µ4 = 0. (30)

When all constraints are inactive for t ∈ [t∗1, t f ], we have
µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = µ4 = η1 = η2 = η3 = η4 = 0. Applying
the Euler-Lagrange equations above, we get λ̇x

1 = λ̇
x
C = 0 and

λ̇v
1 = −λ

x
1(t), λ̇v

C = −λ
x
C(t) which imply that λx

1 = a1, λ
x
C = aC

and λv
1 = −(a1t + b1), λv

C = −(aCt + bC), respectively. The pa-
rameters a1, b1, aC , bC here are integration constants. From the
optimality conditions (30),we have

αuu1(t) + λv
1 = 0, αuuC(t) + λv

C = 0. (31)

Consequently, we obtain the optimal controls:

u∗1(t) =
1
αu

(a1t + b1), u∗C(t) =
1
αu

(aCt + bC) (32)

and it follows that

v∗1(t) =
1
αu

(
1
2

a1t2 + b1t + c1), (33a)

v∗C(t) =
1
αu

(
1
2

aCt2 + bCt + cC), (33b)

x∗1(t) =
1
αu

(
1
6

a1t3 +
1
2

b1t2 + c1t + d1), (33c)

x∗C(t) =
1
αu

(
1
6

aCt3 +
1
2

bCt2 + cCt + dC), (33d)

where c1, d1, cC , dC are also integration constants. The
transversality condition (27) gives the following relationship

αu

2
u2

C(t f ) +
αu

2
u2

1(t f ) + αt + λ
x
C(t f )vC(t f )

+ λv
C(t f )uC(t f ) + λx

1(t f )v1(t f ) + λv
1(t f )u1(t f ) = 0 (34)

Therefore, the complete analytical solution (32)-(33) can be
obtained by combining (31)-(34) to determine the coefficients
ai, bi, ci, di, i = 1,C along with t f , ν. through the following (nu-
merically solved) nonlinear algebraic equations:

a1 = −ν, (35a)
aC = ν, (35b)
a1t f + b1 = αv(vd,1 − v1(t f )) + νφ, (35c)
aCt f + bC = αv(vd,C − vC(t f )), (35d)
1
αu

(
1
2

a1(t∗1)2 + b1t∗1 + c1) = v1(t∗1), (35e)

1
αu

(
1
2

aC(t∗1)2 + bCt∗1 + cC) = vC(t∗1), (35f)

1
αu

(
1
6

a1(t∗1)3 +
1
2

b1(t∗1)2 + c1t∗1 + d1) = x1(t∗1), (35g)

1
αu

(
1
6

aC(t∗1)3 +
1
2

bC(t∗1)2 + cCt∗1 + dC) = xC(t∗1), (35h)

xC(t f ) − x1(t f ) = φv1(t f ) + δ, (35i)

−
1
2

(b2
C + b2

1) + αuαt + (aCcC + a1c1) = 0. (35j)
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Recall that this is the solution of the unconstrained case, i.e.,
when all constraints remain inactive. A complete solution of
(25) for the constrained case is also possible by considering
all cases, similar to the analysis given in Xiao and Cassandras
(2021). Recalling that the costs of the “merge ahead of CAV
1” and “merge ahead of HDV” policies are JC,1 and JC,H re-
spectively, if JC,1 ≤ JC,H then CAV C selects the former policy
which depends only on the cooperation between CAVs 1 and
C, thus making it independent of the HDV’s behavior. In other
words, the HDV behavior, in this case, can be evaluated by any
car-following model or simply using (14) with βs = 0, since
CAV C would not merge ahead of the HDV.

4.2. Monotonicity Analysis of CAV cost

In this section, we derive a crucial monotonicity property
of the CAV cost in (25a) with respect to the initial distance
d := x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1) between the two CAVs. This will greatly
simplify the task of selecting the optimal among the two merg-
ing policies without the need to evaluate JC,1 and JC,H . We start
by considering the unconstrained case first; the extension to the
constrained case will be subsequently presented.

Define the integral component in (25a) as Jint
C,1. Using (33)

and (35), we get:

Jint
C,1 =

αu

2
1
α2

u

∫ t f

t∗1

(a1t + b1)2 + (aCt + bC)2dt + αt(t f − t∗1)

= aC[φv1(t f ) + δ + (x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1))] + 2αt(t f − t∗1) (36)

For simplicity, we set the minimum safety distance in (25b)
to be

xC(t f ) − x1(t f ) = L, (37)

where L is a constant (note that we can choose L = φvd+δ since
the terminal speed is required to reach vd). We now proceed by
considering two cases regarding the weight αv in the second
component of (25a): (1) αv = 0, (2) 0 < αv < 1.

Case 1: αv = 0. In this case, the total cost is JC,1 = Jint
C,1.

This also simplifies (35c) and (35d) and by further setting t∗1 = 0
(without loss of generality) the nonlinear equations reduce to

aCt f + bC = 0, b1 = −bC , (38a)
1
αu

c1 = v1(t∗1),
1
αu

cC = vC(t∗1), (38b)

1
αu

d1 = x1(t∗1),
1
αu

dC = xC(t∗1), (38c)

1
αu

(
1
3

aCt3
f + bCt2

f + (cC − c1)t f + (dC − d1)) = L, (38d)

− b2
C + αuαt + aC(cC − c1) = 0. (38e)

Lemma 4. The optimal acceleration of CAV C has to be non-
negative, i.e., aC < 0 and bC > 0.

Proof: See Appendix.

Substituting (38a) into (38e) to eliminate bC , we have

t2
f =

αuαt + aC(cC − c1)
a2

C

(39)

The safety constraint (38d) contains high-degree terms of t f ,
which can be eliminated by applying (38a) and (39):

1
αu

[
1
3

aCt3
f + bCt2

f + (cC − c1)t f + (dC − d1)]

=
1
αu

[−
2
3

aCt3
f + (cC − c1)t f + (dC − d1)] (40)

=
1
αu

[−
2
3

aCt f
αuαt + aC(cC − c1)

a2
C

+ (cC − c1)t f + (dC − d1)]

=
1
αu

[−
2αuαtt f

3aC
+

(cC − c1)t f

3
+ (dC − d1)] = L. (41)

Based on the initial positions of CAV 1 and C in (38c), we can
express aC from (40) as

aC =
αuL + αud − (cC − c1)t f

− 2
3 t3

f

. (42)

By Lemma 4, aC < 0 which implies:

αuL + αud − (cC − c1)t f > 0 (43)

Moreover, rewriting (41) as

aC = −
2αuαtt f

3αuL + 3αud − (cC − c1)t f
, (44)

we can combine (42) and (44), to get

4αuαtt4
f − 3(cC − c1)2t2

f + 12αu(cC−c1)(L + d)t f

− 9α2
u(L + d)2 = 0, (45)

where t f can be solved in terms of only the safety distance L,
relative distance d, and initial speeds of CAVs 1 and C from
(38b).

Lemma 5. The terminal time t f is monotonically increasing
with respect to the relative distance d := x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1).

Proof: See Appendix.
Considering the cost of the two CAVs, (36) provides an ex-

plicit expression of Jint
C,1. Given (37), the minimum safe distance

d(v1(t f )) for the two CAVs at t f is L, i.e., φv1(t f )+δ = L. More-
over, with t∗1 = 0 and d as defined in Lemma 5, (36) reduces to

Jint
C,1 = aC(L + d) + 2αtt f .

Substituting (44) into the above equation of J to eliminate aC ,
we have

Jint
C,1 = −

2αuαtt f

3αuL + 3αud − (cC − c1)t f
(L + d) + 2αtt f . (46)

Theorem 2. Given the unconstrained optimal solution in (32)-
(33), if αv = 0, the cost JC,1 in (25a) is monotonically increasing
with respect to the relative distance d := x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1).
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Proof: When αv = 0, the cost JC,1 = Jint
C,1. The derivative of

(46) with respect to d is

dJint
C,1

dd
=
∂Jint

C,1

∂t f
t fd +

∂Jint
C,1

∂d
, (47)

where t fd is the derivative of t f with respect to d given by (A.26).
Evaluating each partial derivative in (47), we get:

∂Jint
C,1

∂t f
=

12αuαt(L + d)[αu(L + d) − (cC − c1)t f ]+2αt(cC − c1)2t2
f

(3αuL + 3αud − (cC − c1)t f )2

(48a)

∂Jint
C,1

∂d
=

2αuαtt2
f (cC − c1)

(3αuL + 3αud − (cC − c1)t f )2 (48b)

Based on the inequality (43), since all the parameters αu, αt, L, d
are positive, it follows that the numerator of (48a) is positive.
Additionally, by Lemma 5, t f is monotonically increasing with
respect to d and t fd > 0.

It remains to show that
∂Jint

C,1

∂d ≥ 0. If vC(t∗1) ≥ v1(t∗1), i.e., cC −

c1 ≥ 0, this immediately follows. However, if vC(t∗1) < v1(t∗1),

we have cC − c1 < 0 and
∂Jint

C,1

∂d < 0. In this case, let us combine
(A.26), (48a) and (48b) and, observing that the denominators
in all these equations are positive, we only consider the sign
of the sum of the numerators which provides the numerator of
the derivative (47) of Jint

C,1 which we will show to be positive.
Let this numerator be denoted by N and observe that it can be
written as

N :=216α3
uαt(L + d)3 − 360α3

uαt(cC − c1)t f (L + d)2

+ 180α2
uαt(cC − c1)2t2

f (L + d) − 36αuαt(cC − c1)3t3
f

+ 24α2
uαt(cC − c1)2t2

f (L + d) + 32α2
uα

2
t (cC − c1)t5

f (49)

Since cC − c1 < 0, the only negative term in (49) is the last
one. Replacing t4

f with the relation obtained in (45), we have

32α2
uα

2
t (cC − c1)t5

f = 24αuαtt3
f (cC − c1)3

− 96α2
uαt(cC − c1)2t2

f (L + d) + 72α3
uαtt f (cC − c1)(L + d)2

(50)

Finally, replacing the last term in (49) by (50), we get

N =216α3
uαt(L + d)3 − 288α3

uαt(cC − c1)t f (L + d)2

+ 84α2
uαt(cC − c1)2t2

f (L + d) − 12αuαt(cC − c1)3t3
f

+ 24α2
uαt(cC − c1)2t2

f (L + d) > 0 (51)

Thus, the derivative of Jint
C,1 with respect to d is also positive

when vC(t∗1) < v1(t∗1). Therefore, we can conclude that the cost
Jint

C,1 is monotonically increasing with respect to the relative dis-
tance d. ■

The above monotonicity property of the cost JC,1 is estab-
lished for the unconstrained optimal solution (32)-(33). If the
optimal solution is constrained, the corresponding cost is no
less than the unconstrained one; moreover, it is still mono-
tonically increasing with respect to the initial relative distance
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Figure 5: The illustration of the constrained case

d as established by the following contradiction argument. If
the cost is not monotonically increasing, there must exist ini-
tial distances d1 < d2 with their corresponding costs satisfying
J(d1) ≥ J(d2). The associated optimal solutions are denoted
by u∗1, u

∗
C , t
∗
f and û∗1, û

∗
C , t̂
∗
f , respectively, as illustrated in Cases

(a) and (b) in Fig. 5. Considering the satisfaction of the safety
distance (37) at the terminal time, if we reduce the initial rela-
tive distance between the two CAVs from d2 to d1 (e.g., change
the start position for CAV 1 from x̂1(t∗1) to x̂1(t∗1) − (d2 − d1),
shown as Case (c) in Fig. 5), and still apply the optimal so-
lution û∗1, û

∗
C , t̂
∗
f to the two CAVs, their terminal positions must

satisfy x̂C(t̂∗f ) − x̂1(t̂∗f ) = L + (d2 − d1). Since the initial con-
dition is such that x̂C(t∗1) < x̂1(t∗1), there must exist a t′ < t̂∗f
such that CAV C reaches the point x̂1(t′) + L before it can get
to x̂1(t̂∗f ) + L + (d2 − d1) (Case (d) in Fig. 5). The correspond-
ing cost J′ of Case (d) is less than J(d2) because its trajectory
reduces the travel time and associated energy. Hence, we have
J′ < J(d2) ≤ J(d1). However, this contradicts the optimality of
u∗1, u

∗
C , t
∗
f because û∗C(t), û∗1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

′] is also a feasible solu-
tion to Case (a). Therefore, for any relative distance d1 < d2, we
have J(d1) < J(d2), and the cost J is monotonically increasing
if the relative distance d is increasing.

Case 2: 0 < αv < 1. If αv > 0, the effect of the termi-
nal speeds in (25) cannot be ignored and the two CAVs must
consume more energy to accelerate to the desired speed at the
terminal time since v1(t∗1) ≤ vd, vC(t∗1) ≤ vd by Assumption 1.
Therefore, the total cost will be larger than Jint

C,1 in (46). How-
ever, it is hard to obtain the explicit expression of vi(t f ) with
respect to d. Thus, to confirm the monotonicity property of
JC,1(d) as a function of d := x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1) as already defined,
we apply nonlinear regression models to the critical parameters
aC , v1(t f ) and t f , which directly affect JC,1(d). This will also al-
low us to maintain the generality of the safe distance constraint
for d1(v1(t)) in (25b) without limiting it to a constant L as was
done to obtain Theorem 2.

For any feasible initial states, we repeatedly solve the nonlin-
ear equations (35) with different values of d := x1(t∗1) − xC(t∗1)
(one option is to fix xC(t∗1) = xH(t∗1) and increase x1(t∗1)). We fit
the quantities aC , v1(t f ), t f as functions of d and obtain results
as shown in Fig. 6 when αv = 0.2 (similar results are obtained
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Figure 6: Regression functions of âC , v̂1(t f ), t̂ f .

for different values of αv. One can see that aC(d) and v1(t f , d))
are concave functions that eventually converge. The associated
regression functions (blue curves) are given by

ν̂ = θν(1)(1 − exp(−θν(2) ∗ d)) + θν(3), (52)
v̂1(t f ) = θv f (1)(1 − exp(−θv f (2) ∗ d)) + θv f (3), (53)

where

θν = [0.052, 0.0057,−0.0697]T ,

θv f = [0.1203, 0.0043, 27.8819]T .

The terminal time t f (d) is also monotonically increasing and
fits the function

t̂ f = θt(1)(1 − exp(−θt(2) ∗ d)) + θt(3) ∗ d + θt(4), (54)

where θt = [15.0889, 0.0044, 0.0251, 9.4423]T . The MSE of
the above three quantities are 2.4721e−6, 8.9965e−6, 0.0118, re-
spectively, which confirms that all three functions fit the quan-
tities well.

For the specific regression functions (52)-(54) shown in Fig.
6, both âC(d) and v̂1(t f , d) slowly increase and converge to -
0.02 and 28, respectively. This indicates that the first term of
Jint

C,1 in (36) and the speed deviation of JC,1 in (25) have minor
effects. It is the increasing maneuver time that dominates the
increasing cost. More precisely, the cost function derivative
can be computed and shown to be positive, indicating that the
cost function is indeed monotonically increasing with respect
to d even if αv > 0 and the safe terminal distance is speed-
dependent. Moreover, the variations in the above parameters
are minor when αv ∈ (0, 1) varies, confirming the generality of
the monotonicity property which was analytically derived under
αv = 0.

4.3. Optimal Lateral Motion Planning
The optimal lateral trajectory of CAV C under the “merge

ahead of CAV 1” policy can be derived similarly to the “merge
ahead of HDV” case in Sec. 3.2. Let us take the optimal lon-
gitudinal trajectories u∗C(t), u∗1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ] from Sec. 4.1 as

references for the two CAVs, with the HDV forced to follow

CAV 1 maintaining a safe distance. The optimal control prob-
lem can be formulated as

min
uC (t),u1(t)

∫ t∗f

t∗1

(uC(t) − u∗C(t))2+(u1(t) − u∗1(t))2+
1
2
ϕ2

C(t)dt (55a)

s.t. (1), (2), (3), (20d), (20e)

[(x1(t) − xC(t)) cos θC(t) + (y1(t) − yC(t)) sin θC(t)]2

(aCvC(t) + δ)2

+
[(x1(t)−xC(t)) sin θC(t)−(y1(t)−yC(t)) cos θC(t)]2

b2
C

−1≥0,

(55b)

where (55b) ensures the safety of CAVs C and 1 when C per-
forms a lane-changing maneuver with a heading angle θC . Us-
ing the same time-varying functions in (22), (23), we can trans-
form (55) to a sequence of QPs:

min
u1(tk),uC (tk)

(uC(tk) − u∗C(tk))2 + (u1(tk) − u∗1(tk))2 +
1
2
ϕ2

C(tk) (56)

subject to CBF constraints (21) corresponding to constraints
(3), (55b), (22) and (23). The complete maneuver trajectories
for CAVs C and 1 under the “merge ahead of CAV 1” policy are
obtained from the solution of (56).

5. Optimal Threshold determination

We have shown in Section 4.2 that the CAV cost JC,1 in (25a)
under the “merge ahead of CAV 1” policy is monotonically in-
creasing with respect to the initial distance d between CAVs C
and 1. On the other hand, under the “merge ahead of HDV” pol-
icy, this distance has a negligible effect on the cost JC,H since H
is almost exclusively interacting with C. Therefore, there exists
a threshold θ such that we can always select the optimal policy
corresponding to min{JC,1, JC,H}. This is illustrated in Fig. 7
for a specific example, but the structure shown is general. In
this example, the initial speeds are given as v1(t1) = 28m/s,
vC(t1) = vH(t1) = 24m/s, and, for simplicity, the initial posi-
tions of CAV C and H are set at xH(t1) = xC(t1) = 0. When
increasing the distance d (defined in Lemma 5) from 20m to
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100m, the cost of “merge ahead of CAV 1” is monotonically
increasing while the cost of “merge ahead of HDV” remains
unchanged and the threshold-based optimal policy is to adopt
the “merge ahead of CAV 1” policy while θ < 31m and “merge
ahead of HDV” otherwise.
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Figure 7: Optimal policy determination for CAV C

6. Simulation Results

This section provides simulation results illustrating the time
and energy optimal lane changing trajectories for each CAV in
mixed traffic and the threshold-based conditions under which
CAV C should merge ahead of CAV 1 to render the maneuver
independent of the HDV behavior. Our simulation setting is
that of Fig.1. The allowable speed range is v ∈ [15, 35]m/s,
and the vehicle acceleration is limited to u ∈ [−7, 3.3]m/s2.
The desired speed for the CAVs is considered as the traffic flow
speed, which is set to 30m/s. The desired speed for the HDV
is assumed to be the same as its initial speed. To guarantee
safety, the inter-vehicle safe distance is given by δ = 1.5m, and
the reaction time is aC = a1 = aH = 0.6s. The disruption in
(7c) is evaluated with parameters γx = 0.5, γv = 0.5. As dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.4, for CAV C to evaluate the optimal cost of
the lane-changing policy, it breaks down its trajectory into two
phases if its initial position is behind the HDV. Thus, the pre-
interaction process provides an optimal start time t∗1 given by
(9) for C to decide between “merge ahead of HDV” or “merge
ahead of CAV 1”. We obtained numerical solutions for all opti-
mization problems using an interior point optimizer (IPOPT) on
an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 3.20GHz. In this way, we con-
sider the worst-case computational times compared to adopting
analytical solutions when available, as in the case of (25).

“Merge ahead of HDV” policy. We set the weights αu = 0.2
and αv = 0.8 for the CAVs in OCP-CAVC and OCP-CAV1, and
βu = 0.9, βv = 0.1, βs = 0.1, µ = 1 in OCP-HDV. When any
of the problems (14), (15), or (16) is infeasible or whenever the
optimal trajectory of C does not converge, we abort the maneu-
ver. In addition, set the maximum number of iterations for the
IBR process as M = 5, and the error tolerance is ε = 0.01.

Experimentally, the actual iteration round is always less than
5. Given the longitudinal trajectory from the IBR process as
a reference, we compute the optimal trajectory for CAV C in
both longitudinal and lateral directions by solving the tracking
problem defined by the sequence of QPs (24).

“Merge ahead of CAV 1” policy. We set αt = 0.55, αu = 0.2
and αv = 0.25 in (25a). CAVs C and 1 evaluate the cost of this
policy by solving OCP (25a), and the HDV trajectory is esti-
mated using (14) with βs = 0. Furthermore, the complete opti-
mal trajectories of the CAVs are given by solving the tracking
problem defined by the sequence of QPs (56).

Computational Cost As already mentioned, we considered
here the “worst case” from a computational cost perspective and
solved (25) numerically: our results took an average of 204 ms.
We also note that the OCPs (14), (15), (16) each took an average
of 50 ms to solve. The average computation time for solving the
QPs (24) and (56) is about 1ms.

Table 1 collects the costs, terminal time, and the relative ini-
tial distance d for certain initial conditions under different poli-
cies along the longitudinal direction, so that C can perform the
lane-changing maneuver by choosing the minimum cost. We
can see that the optimal policy depends on the distance d: as
expected when this distance decreases (from 37.05 to 20), it be-
comes optimal for C to merge ahead of CAV 1; otherwise, it is
optimal to merge ahead of H, in which case the gap between
CAV 1 and HDV is large enough for C to execute an optimal
maneuver with no safety concerns. Snapshots of the entire tra-
jectories are shown in Fig. 8, where the red vehicle is an HDV,
the blue vehicle is CAV 1, and the orange vehicle is CAV C.

Table 1: Vehicle C sample results for complete maneuvers. A-HDV and A-CAV
1 represent merging ahead of HDV and CAV 1, respectively. The state vector
is defined as Xi := [xi(m), yi(m), θi(rad), vi(m/s)] for vehicle i ∈ {C,H, 1}.

Cases
States

XC(t0) X1(t0) XH(t0) cost t f [s] d [m]

A-HDV [0,0,0,23] [40,4,0,28] [10,4,0,26] 3.39 5.74 37.05
A-CAV 1 [0,0,0,23] [30,4,0,28] [10,4,0,26] 3.44 8.63 37.05
A-HDV [0,0,0,24] [20,4,0,28] [0,4,0,24] 4.33 3.41 20

A-CAV 1 [0,0,0,24] [20,4,0,28] [0,4,0,24] 3.99 5.28 20

6.1. Optimal CAV C policy determination

In this section, we demonstrate how CAV C can use a simple
threshold criterion to determine an optimal policy while also
taking into account the traffic disruption metric (7c). We omit
the pre-interaction phase to focus on the maneuver itself which
includes interactions between the HDV and the two CAVs. The
initial speeds are set as v1(t∗1) = 28m/s, vC(t∗1) = vH(t∗1) =
24m/s, and, for simplicity, the initial positions of CAV C and
H are xH(t∗1) = xC(t∗1) = 0. Table 2 summarizes the vehicle
costs (the total cost is the sum of all three vehicle costs), dis-
ruption (7c) to the HDV, and maneuver time under each of the
two CAV C policies and for different values of the critical quan-
tity d. When d increases from 20m to 30m, the optimal policy
for CAV C switches from “merge ahead of CAV 1” to “merge
ahead of HDV” if C aims to complete a minimal cost maneuver
without taking disruption into account.
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Figure 8: Snapshots (a) − (d) are the optimal trajectories for C under ”merges
ahead of HDV” policy, (e)−(h) are the optimal trajectories for C under ”merges
ahead of CAV 1” policy.

6.2. Comparison with Control Barrier Functions
To measure the effectiveness of the proposed policy, we com-

pare the policy corresponding to min
{
JC,1, JC,H

}
, as defined by

the threshold policy that determines the optimal CAV C policy,
against a series of QPs with CBF constraints. Specifically, we
define the OCP min

uC (t),u1(t)

∫ t∗f
t∗1

[u2
C(t)+u2

1(t)+1
2ϕ

2
C(t)]dt subject to (1),

(2), (3), (20c), and (20b). Notice that this OCP is similar to
(20) with the difference that there is no reference optimal tra-
jectory to be tracked. We define the comparison for different
values of d which defines the initial distance between CAV 1
and the HDV. It can be seen from Table 3 that in general, the
threshold policy generates a lower total cost when compared to
the CBF-QP policy. However, it can also be seen that the HDV
disruption is higher for the threshold policy when compared to
the CBF-QP case. This is because CAV C implicitly cooperates
with the HDV compared to the CBF-QP case where CAV C just
reacts to the HDV. Similarly, this translates into a higher total
maneuver time for the CBF-QP policy when compared to the
threshold policy.

6.3. Comparison with Human-Driven Vehicles
We use the standard car-following models in the SUMO

simulator to simulate lane change maneuvers implemented by
HDVs (baseline) for a total simulation length of 80 seconds, re-
peated 9 times. Vehicles 1 and H are defined as C’s left leader

Table 2: Cost and Disruption Comparison with βs = 0.1. Total Cost= ∑
i=1,C,H

Cost i,

CAVs= ∑
i=1,C

Cost i

d [m] Cost HDV Disruption Maneuver Time [s]
A-HDV A-CAV 1 A-HDV A-CAV 1 A-HDV A-CAV 1

20 4.33 3.99 0.13 0 3.41 5.29
30 4.33 4.35 0.13 0 3.41 5.86
40 4.33 4.69 0.13 0 3.41 6.40
50 4.33 5.01 0.13 0 3.41 6.90
60 4.33 5.32 0.13 0 3.41 7.39
70 4.33 5.62 0.13 0 3.41 7.85
80 4.33 5.91 0.13 0 3.41 8.29
90 4.33 6.19 0.13 0 3.41 8.72

100 4.33 6.46 0.13 0 3.41 9.14

Table 3: Cost and Disruption Comparison between Threshold Policy and CBF-
QP. Total Cost= ∑

i=1,C,H
Cost i, CAVs= ∑

i=1,C
Cost i

d [m] Cost HDV Disruption Maneuver Time [s]
Threshold Policy CBF-QP Threshold Policy CBF-QP Threshold Policy CBF-QP

20 3.99 5.52 0 0 5.29 5.10
30 4.33 5.51 0.13 0 3.41 4.95
40 4.33 5.50 0.13 0 3.41 4.75
50 4.33 5.53 0.13 0 3.41 4.60
60 4.33 5.58 0.13 0 3.41 4.40
70 4.33 5.66 0.13 0 3.41 4.25
80 4.33 5.76 0.13 0 3.41 4.10
90 4.33 5.90 0.13 0 3.41 3.95
100 4.33 6.09 0.13 0 3.41 3.80
110 4.33 6.32 0.13 0 3.41 3.65

and follower when C starts to change its lane. The compari-
son of costs and disruptions is shown in Table 4, in which the
Baseline results are the average over multiple observed maneu-
vers. Using the same initial states as Baseline, in this particular
case C “merges ahead of H” provides a lower cost and shorter
maneuver time than “merge ahead of CAV 1”, while causing ex-
tremely small disruptions to the HDV (hence also all traffic that
follows it). As expected, the “merge ahead of CAV 1” policy
causes no disruptions to the HDV. The presence of the two opti-
mally cooperating CAVs can save more than 80% in cost while
also causing virtually no disruption to the fast lane traffic.

Table 4: Cost, Disruption and Maneuver Time Comparison with a Baseline of
HDVs only

Scenarios TotalCost HDV disruption Maneuver Time [s]

Baseline 22.37 678.05 7.38
C merges ahead of H 2.85 0.17 2.92
C merges ahead of 1 3.92 0 6.39

7. Conclusions and Future Work

We have derived safety-robust time and energy-optimal con-
trol policies for a CAV to complete a lane change maneuver
in mixed traffic. Vehicle interactions and cooperation between
CAVs have been considered to optimally perform the maneuver
with a simple threshold-based policy on the distance between
the CAVs based on proving that the cost under the “C merges
ahead of CAV 1” policy is monotonically increasing with the
relative initial distance between the two CAVs. The conver-
gence of the Iterated Best Response (IBR) method under the
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“C merges ahead of H” policy is also established. Additionally,
we have shown that CAV cooperation can eliminate or greatly
reduce the interaction between CAVs and HDVs. Moreover,
in the lateral part of the maneuver, we have used Control Bar-
rier Functions (CBFs) to guarantee the safety of the maneuver.
Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed con-
trollers and their advantages over a baseline of traffic consisting
of HDVs only. Our next step is to determine the value of the
optimal threshold so that there is no need to calculate any costs.
This is a task that calls for learning-based methods to determine
how this threshold depends on variables the CAVs can observe.
Our future work will study multiple lane-changing maneuvers
where a CAV may have to interact with two HDVs, in which
case we will explore incentive mechanisms for CAV-HDV co-
operation and better means predicting HDV behaviors.
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Appendix A. Proofs of Lemmas 1-4

Proof of Lemma 1: Let us first consider the case where the
optimal trajectory of CAV C remains the same in two consecu-
tive iterations. Then, we can conclude the convergence for CAV
1 since OCP-CAV1 in (16) only depends on the terminal state
of CAV C. If the trajectory of C remains the same, the solution
to (16) will obviously remain unchanged, i.e., x∗1,k(t) = x∗1,k+1(t),
t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. Then, note that OCP-HDV in (14), depends on

the states of both CAVs C and 1. Since the optimal trajecto-
ries of both C and 1 are unchanged, i.e., x∗C,k(t) = x∗C,k+1(t),
x∗1,k(t) = x∗1,k+1(t), the optimal solution of (14) in two con-
secutive iterations k and k + 1 will also remain the same, i.e.,
x∗H,k(t) = x∗H,k+1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ]. Thus, the IBR process converges

in k iterations.
If, on the other hand, we have the same optimal trajectory

for H in two consecutive iterations k and k + 1, since (15) only
depends on the HDV states, the solution to OCP-CAVC re-
mains the same, i.e., x∗C,k(t) = x∗C,k+1(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t

∗
f ], and we

can conclude the trajectory convergence for CAV 1 as well. In
summary, the IBR process will converge in a finite number of
iterations if the optimal trajectory of either HDV H or CAV C
remains unchanged in two consecutive iterations. ■
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Proof of Lemma 2: Let us start with the terminal position of
CAV C. Based on xH,k+1(t∗f ) > xH,k(t∗f ), let us assume that the
CAV C terminal position satisfies xC,k+2(t∗f ) < xC,k+1(t∗f ). Us-
ing these two inequalities, the safety constraint (18b) of OCP-
CAVC in the (k + 1)-th iteration is x∗C,k+2(t∗f ) − x∗H,k+1(t∗f ) ≥ L,
which implies the satisfaction of

x∗C,k+1(t∗f ) − x∗H,k+1(t∗f ) > L, (A.1)

x∗C,k+2(t∗f ) − x∗H,k(t∗f ) > L. (A.2)

Let JC,k denote the cost of OCP-CAVC in the k-th iteration.
Then, (A.1) implies that x∗C,k+1(t) is a feasible solution in the
(k + 2)-th iteration. Since x∗C,k+2(t) is the unique optimal solu-
tion at the (k + 2)-th iteration of OCP-CAVC (by Assumption
2), the corresponding cost of x∗C,k+2(t) is lower than x∗C,k+1(t),
i.e., JC,k+2(x∗C,k+2(t)) < JC,k+2(x∗C,k+1(t)). Similarly, (A.2) implies
the feasibility of x∗C,k+2(t) in the (k + 1)-th iteration of OCP-
CAVC. Since x∗C,k+1(t) is the unique optimal solution at the
(k + 1)-th iteration of OCP-CAVC, we have JC,k+1(x∗C,k+1(t)) <
JC,k+1(x∗C,k+2(t)).

Observe that the cost (15a) is not related to the iteration
round k since its value is simply a function of uC(t) and vC(t∗f )
regardless of iteration. By Assumption 2, the uniqueness of
the optimal solution to each OCP implies that the two opti-
mality inequalities above contradict each other, since the op-
timal solution should be the same. Thus, we conclude that
x∗C,k+2(t∗f ) ≥ x∗C,k+1(t∗f ). Similarly, from the safety constraint
(18c) in OCP-CAV1, we can derive x∗1,k+2(t∗f ) ≥ x∗1,k+1(t∗f ). ■

Proof of Lemma 3: We prove this statement by a contradic-
tion argument. Without loss of generality, assume there exists
a k̄ ∈ N+ such that the terminal positions of HDV H in two
consecutive iterations k̄, k̄ + 1, k̄ + 2 satisfy the following in-
equalities:

x∗H,k̄+1(t∗f ) > x∗H,k̄(t∗f ), x∗H,k̄+2(t∗f ) < x∗H,k̄+1(t∗f ) (A.3)

Step 1) When x∗
H,k̄+1

(t∗f ) > x∗
H,k̄

(t∗f ), Lemma 2 ensures that
x∗

C,k̄+2
(t∗f ) ≥ x∗

C,k̄+1
(t∗f ) and x∗

1,k̄+2
(t∗f ) ≥ x∗

1,k̄+1
(t∗f ). Considering

the safety constraint (18a) in the (k̄ + 1)-th iteration of OCP-
HDV, we have

x∗1,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t) ≥ L (A.4)

Since the terminal position of H satisfies x∗
H,k̄+1

(t∗f ) > x∗
H,k̄

(t∗f ), it
follows from Assumption 4 that x∗

H,k̄+1
(t) > x∗

H,k̄
(t). Combining

this with (A.4), we have

x∗1,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄(t) ≥ L, (A.5)

which implies that x∗
H,k̄

(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ] is also a feasible solution

to OCP-HDV in the (k̄ + 1)-th iteration.
Step 2) Along the same lines, when x∗

H,k̄+2
(t∗f ) < x∗

H,k̄+1
(t∗f ) the

satisfaction of safety constraint (18a) in the (k̄ + 2)-th iteration
of OCP-HDV implies

x∗1,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t) ≥ L (A.6)

Based on x∗
1,k̄+2

(t∗f ) ≥ x∗
1,k̄+1

(t∗f ), (A.4), (A.5) and Assumptions
2, 4, we have

x∗1,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t) ≥ L, (A.7)

x∗1,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄(t) ≥ L (A.8)

Thus, both x∗
H,k̄+1

(t) and x∗
H,k̄

(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ] are feasible solutions

to OCP-HDV in the (k̄ + 2)-th iteration. Moreover, it follows
from (A.4), x∗

H,k̄+2
(t∗f ) < x∗

H,k̄+1
(t∗f ) and Assumptions 2, 4 that

x∗1,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t) > L (A.9)

which implies the satisfaction of safety constraint (18a) in the
(k̄ + 1)-th iteration of OCP-HDV. Thus, x∗

H,k̄+2
(t), t ∈ [t∗1.t

∗
f ] is

also a feasible solution to (k̄ + 1)-th iteration of OCP-HDV.
Step 3) Let JH,k(xH, j(t)) denote the cost (14a) of OCP-HDV

at the k-th iteration of a feasible solution xH, j(t). Based on As-
sumption 2 that each OCP is feasible and the optimal solution is
unique, given the feasible solutions x∗

H,k̄
(t), x∗

H,k̄+2
(t) and the op-

timal solution x∗
H,k̄+1

(t) at the (k̄+ 1)-th iteration of OCP-HDV,
we have

JH,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1(t)) < JH,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2(t)), (A.10)

JH,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1(t)) < JH,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄(t)), (A.11)

otherwise the optimality of x∗
H,k̄+1

(t) in the (k̄ + 1)-th iteration
will be violated. Moreover, let us consider each term in the cost
(14a). For the first term (energy consumption), since the initial
vehicle speeds are assumed to be less than the desired speed by
Assumption 1, traveling longer distances in the same amount
of time consumes more energy. Otherwise, there must exist un-
necessary stops during the maneuver for the vehicle that trav-
els a shorter distance violating the optimality of the solution.
Hence, based on the fact that x∗

H,k̄+2
(t∗f ) < x∗

H,k̄+1
(t∗f ), which im-

plies x∗
H,k̄+2

(t) < x∗
H,k̄+1

(t) from Assumption 4, we have

Ju
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

1
2

(u∗H,k̄+1(t))2dt

> Ju
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

1
2

(u∗H,k̄+2(t))2dt (A.12)

As for the risk function s(·) in the third term of (14a), we have

J s
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t))dt

> J s
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))dt

(A.13)

because of x∗
H,k̄+2

(t) < x∗
H,k̄+1

(t) and the fact that s(·) is increas-
ing when the distance between vehicles C and H is decreasing.
Hence, the only term that can make the relationship (A.10) hold
is the second term involving speed deviations. Based on the in-
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equalities (A.12) and (A.13), it follows that

Jv
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

(v∗H,k̄+1(t) − vd,H)2dt

< Jv
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

(v∗H,k̄+2(t) − vd,H)2dt.

(A.14)

Considering the optimality results provided in (A.10) and the
inequalities in (A.12), (A.13) and (A.14), we have the following
relationship:

Jv
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2) − Jv

H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) > (Ju
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1)

− Ju
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2)) + (J s

H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2)) (A.15)

Similarly, in the (k̄ + 2)-th iteration, the energy consumption
and speed deviation terms in (14a) satisfy

Ju
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) > Ju

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2), (A.16)

Jv
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) < Jv

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2). (A.17)

because the control input and speed are independent of the CAV
C trajectories, i.e., (A.16) and (A.17) are equivalent to (A.12)
and (A.14), respectively. Since x∗

H,k̄+2
(t) < x∗

H,k̄+1
(t), the risk

function s(·) satisfies

J s
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t))dt

> J s
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2) =

∫ t∗f

t∗1

s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))dt.

(A.18)

Considering the optimality of solution x∗
H,k̄+2

(t), t ∈ [t∗1, t
∗
f ] in

the (k̄ + 2)-th iteration of OCP-HDV, and the fact that x∗
H,k̄+1

(t)
is also a feasible solution from (A.7), we have

JH,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1(t)) > JH,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2(t)). (A.19)

Breaking down the cost in (A.19) into its three components, we
have

Jv
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) + Ju

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) + J s
H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+1)

> Jv
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2) + Ju

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2) + J s
H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+2)

which can rewritten as

Jv
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2) − Jv

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) < (Ju
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1)

− Ju
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2)) + (J s

H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s
H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+2)). (A.20)

Combining the inequalities (A.15) and (A.20), we have

J s
H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s

H,k̄+2(x∗H,k̄+2)

> J s
H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s

H,k̄+1(x∗H,k̄+2), (A.21)

which can be written as∫ t∗f

t∗1

[s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t)) − s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))]dt

>

∫ t∗f

t∗1

[s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t)) − s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))]dt

(A.22)

Setting

x1 ≡ x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t), x2 ≡ x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t),

x3 ≡ x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t), x4 ≡ x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t)

then (A.22) can be rewritten as∫ t∗f

t∗1

[s(x3) − s(x4)]dt >
∫ t∗f

t∗1

[s(x1) − s(x2)]dt (A.23)

and observe that x4 − x3 = x2 − x1 = x∗
H,k̄+1

(t)− x∗
H,k̄+2

(t), which
is fixed and independent of the CAV trajectories at t. More-
over, given that x∗

H,k̄+2
(t) < x∗

H,k̄+1
(t), x∗

C,k̄+2
(t) ≥ x∗

C,k̄+1
(t) from

(A.3) and Lemma 2, we have x1 < x2, x3 < x4 and x2 ≤ x4.
Specifically, if x∗

C,k̄+2
(t) = x∗

C,k̄+1
(t), we can conclude the con-

vergence of sequence {x∗C,k(t)}, k ∈ N+ by applying Lemma 1,
which implies x∗

H,k̄+2
(t) = x∗

H,k̄+1
(t), and contradicts the condi-

tion that x∗
H,k̄+2

(t∗f ) < x∗
H,k̄+1

(t∗f ). Hence, we can conclude that
x2 < x4.

Let ∆s2 = s(x3) − s(x4), ∆s1 = s(x1) − s(x2). Since s(·) is
convex by Assumption 3, as illustrated in Fig. A.9, the inequal-
ity ∆s1 > ∆s2 holds for any two arguments if their distance is
fixed in the convex function (and the equality also holds if the
function is linear, as also illustrated in Fig. A.9). Therefore, we

x4x3x2x1

x2 − x1

x

s

∆s1

∆s2

s(x)

x4 − x3

Figure A.9: A convex function illustration. If the length of two intervals is the
same, i.e., x2 − x1 = x4 − x3 and x4 > x2, we have ∆s1 > ∆s2.

have

∆s2 = s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t)) − s(x∗C,k̄+2(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))

< ∆s1 = s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+1(t)) − s(x∗C,k̄+1(t) − x∗H,k̄+2(t))
(A.24)

Finally, since the terminal time t∗f is fixed and ∆s1 > 0,∆s2 > 0,
integrating ∆s1,∆s2 over [t∗1, t

∗
f ], we have

J s
H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s

H,k+2(x∗H,k̄+2)

< J s
H,k+1(x∗H,k̄+1) − J s

H,k+1(x∗H,k̄+2), (A.25)
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which contradicts (A.21).
Therefore, there exists no k̄ that satisfies x∗

H,k̄+1
(t∗f ) > x∗

H,k̄
(t∗f )

and x∗
H,k̄+2

(t∗f ) < x∗
H,k̄+1

(t∗f ). It follows that the sequence
{xH,k(t∗f )}, k ∈ N+ is either non-increasing or non-decreasing.
■

Proof of Lemma 4: It follows from (38a) that t f = −
bC
aC

,
which implies aCbC < 0 since t f > 0. If aC > 0, bC < 0,
the optimal acceleration of C is negative when t < t f . Observe
that a policy with C traveling at constant speed vC(t0) when
t ∈ [t∗1, t f ] (i.e., u∗C(t) = 0) is also feasible with the safety con-
straint inactive. This policy yields a lower cost than the above
deceleration policy, which contradicts its optimality. Hence, we
conclude that aC < 0 and bC > 0. ■

Proof of Lemma 5: Define the total derivative of t f with
respect to d as t fd . Computing this derivative from (45) with d,
we have

t fd =
αu(18αu(L + d) − 12(cC − c1)t f )

16αuαtt3
f + 6(cC − c1)(2αu(L + d) − (cC − c1)t f )

(A.26)

If vC(t1) ≥ v1(t1), we have cC − c1 ≥ 0 from (38b), and obtain
t fd > 0 by applying the inequality (43) to (A.26). If vC(t1) <
v1(t1), then cC − c1 < 0, and (45) can be rewritten as

16αuαtt3
f =12(cC−c1)2t f −48αu(cC−c1)(L + d)+

36α2
u(L + d)2

t f

Rewriting (A.26) by substituting the above equality for
16αuαtt3

f in the denominator, we have

t fd =
αu(18αu(L + d) − 12(cC − c1)t f )

6(cC − c1)2t f − 36αu(cC − c1)(L + d) + 36α2
u(L+d)2

t f

,

(A.27)

and t fd > 0 when cC − c1 < 0. Therefore, the terminal time t f is
monotonically increasing with respect to d. ■
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